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SUBJECT
ACTIVITIES OF MANUEL RAY REVERO, HEAD OF THE CUBAN
REVOLUTIONARY JUNTA IN VENEZUELA

PLACE & DATE ACQ. VENEZUELA, CARACAS (3 MARCH 1964)

SOURCE AND APPRAISAL:
A FOREIGN JOURNALIST IN VENEZUELA WHO HAS EXTENSIVE CONTACTS IN THE CUBAN EXILE
COMMUNITY AND WHO HAS BEEN A RELIABLE REPORTER ON EXILE ACTIVITIES IN THE PAST.
IT IS KNOWN, HOWEVER, THAT THIS SOURCE AND RAY HAVE WIDELY DIVERGENT POLITICAL VIEWS.
SOURCE RECEIVED THE INFORMATION AS FOLLOWS: PARAGRAPH 1 FROM EMILIO FERNANDEZ,
A CUBAN INSURANCE EXECUTIVE IN CARACAS, FROM QUINTANA. PARAGRAPH 2 FROM EMILIO
FERNANDEZ FROM RENE CASTELLANOS, A CUBAN INSURANCE SALESMAN AND MEMBER OF THE
CLUB PATRIOTICO JOSE MARTI, FROM MARTINEZ. PARAGRAPH 3 FROM MIGUEL ZALDIVAR,
LAWYER AND MRR (REVOLUTIONARY RECOVERY MOVEMENT) COORDINATOR IN VENEZUELA,
FROM HIS WIFE, FROM THE WIFE OF JOSE VIZQUEZ BLANCO.

1. JORGE QUINTANA, A JOURNALIST FOR THE BOHEMIA LIBRE MAGAZINE AND
SYMPATHIZER OF THE CUBAN REVOLUTIONARY JUNTA (JURE) IN VENEZUELA,
SAID ON 25 FEBRUARY 1964 THAT WHEN MANUEL RAY REVERO, LEADER OF JURE,
ARRIVED IN VENEZUELA ON 18 FEBRUARY HE BROUGHT WITH HIM 25,000 U.S.
DOLLARS TO INVEST IN A LOW-COST HOUSING PROJECT. QUINTANA SAID THAT
RAY'S ASSOCIATE IN THIS PROJECT IS HANS NEUMAN, CO-OWNER OF PINTURAS
MONTANA, C.A. IN VENEZUELA, AND THAT RAY WILL RECEIVE A MONTHLY INCOME
OF BETWEEN 1500.00 AND 500.00 U.S. DOLLARS FOR HIS INVESTMENT. QUINTANA
THEN QUOTED RAY AS SAYING THAT HE (RAY) WOULD BE GOING TO CUBA
IN THE NEAR FUTURE AND, CONVINCED HE WOULD DIE THERE, HAD TO INSURE
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A secure future for his wife and family. (Field comment: In 1948 one Hans Neuman was reported as a Czech Communist (portion garbled - being serviced) by Mexico. Unconfirmed allegations which the Venezuelan Security Service received from an unidentified source charged the directors of Pinturas Montana as being Communists who are using the profits from their firm to finance Communist espionage and propaganda activities in Venezuela.)

2. Luis Miguel Martinez, a member of Jure in Caracas, said on 25 February that the $25,000.00 U.S. dollars RAY brought with him to Venezuela was originally collected for Jure's operations against Cuba. Martinez said that the income RAY would receive from the housing project would be based on the square footage of each house constructed and that RAY's purpose in making this investment was to safeguard his family's future. (Source comment: the Venezuelan Cuban exile community has been deeply shocked by reports that RAY used money given him by friends and acquaintances for anti-Castro operations for his own personal benefit.

3. In late February, the wife of Jose Vazquez Blanco, former Cuban consul in Caracas, quoted her husband as saying that he was profoundly disillusioned by the fact that RAY deposited $25,000.00 U.S. dollars in a Caracas bank in connection with a housing plan. (Source comment: Before RAY left Venezuela on 22 February, he was interviewed by Dr. Mario Mauriello, managing director of the Banco Obrero de Venezuela, in connection with the low-cost housing project for which RAY had
Brought plans and blueprints, it is currently being said among the Cuban exile community in Caracas that Ray's plan was well received by representatives of Accion Democratica-Gobierno (AD-GOV, Democratic Action-Government) since it might provide AD-GOV with a counterproposal to the COPEI (Social Christian) Party's program to construct "100,000 houses a year."

4. Field Dissem: State Army Navy Air Cinco Cinclant.

5. *(Headquarters comment: Missing portion will be disseminated only if it materially affects the sense of this report.)*